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Communicating an Integrated Clan Based Approach to Tribal Warfare in the
Enga Province
Starza Paul & Gray Wakani Sali

ABSTRACT
This research examines, “The Unceasing Challenges of Tribal Warfare in Enga: An Integrated
Clan-Based Approach” was used to understand this study of the prevalence of tribal fighting in
the Enga Province of Papua New Guinea. It focuses on discussing the causes and its effects and
then suggest ways forwards to deal with the concern. The findings reveal that there is a
widespread warfare in the province with a used of modern factory-made guns and it is caused by
broad range of factors including conflicts over animals, household properties, land, verbal and
physical assault, rape and murder cases, and election related problems. The findings also reveal
that the adverse effects are so much to cope with loss of goods and properties of significant
values, loss of human lives, and encountering psychological traumatization are such adverse
consequences of the warfare that people experience. It is concluded that because tribal warfare
originates from an Enga culture and society, and for this reason, it is critically important to
examine its roots and the answer can be found within the Engan clan and tribe-based society.
Key words: Tribal Warfare, Communication, clan-based,

1.0. INTRODUCTION
Tribal warfare is one of the most controversial outcomes of tribal diversity. It can be anything
from a simple conflict between two individuals in a clan to a fully-fledged war. Church (1948)
was correct by alluding that the war in any form is not a simple activity and it cannot be
predictable. He continues that anyone who promotes war, ventures into a violent, unmanageable
and overwhelming activity. For this reason, society must find way to prevent war from
developing from a mere argument and conflict to a fully sized war capable of causing massive
damage.
With this mind, this paper explores the intriguing challenges posed by tribal warfare in the Enga
Province of Papua New Guinea and how it can be best addressed to bring about peace, law and
order in one of the least developed provinces. The Enga’s tribal warfare originates from within
the social context of family and clan groups in the province and therefore any attempt to prevent
this warfare must originate from family and clan groups themselves in order for a lasting peace
and order to evolve in the families, sub clans, clans and tribes in province.
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1.1. Background of the study
Tribal warfare has been an ongoing social issue in PNG despite government interventions to help
minimize this serious man-made phenomenon. In the Highlands of PNG, tribal warfare has
become part of and one of the norms of the society and it is thus seen as inevitable. Tribal
warfare in Enga is falling into the same trend as in the other Highlands societies where lives of
people are affected and flow of services to villages, districts and the province have been
disturbed and are at stake. Tribal warfare has had greater social, economic and political effects
that have been disastrous and destructive to the livelihood of the people and properties. Now in
recent times more use of sophisticated modern firearms, replacing the traditional uses of bows,
arrows, spears and stone axes, have had an even greater negative impact. Use of modern firearms
is a national issue as it is posing greater security risks to services and developments.
The causes of the tribal warfare are very complex and are due to a combination of factors. The
tribal warfare we see varies with the type of conflict in other societies and countries. However,
its characteristics are similar which induces conflicts, over such issues such as race, culture,
language, boundaries, tribal and ethnic ties. Deviance and delinquent behaviours are also causes
to conflicts in societies. All parts of Enga in the recent past have experienced and seen a lot of
tribal warfare resulting in the loss of human lives. Properties worth thousands and millions in
monetary value are also burned down. In-depth studies, reports and assessments are still needed
to identify why, what and how tribal warfare continue to persist in this part of the country and
why effective and possible solutions proposed and used continues to be a challenge for local,
provincial and national governments is discussed in this study.
2.0. Reasons behind the study
The area of research, Enga Province, is one of the 23 provinces in PNG that has five districts,
and these are: Kompiam-Ambum, Wapenanmanda, Lagaip-Pogera, Kandep and Wabag districts.
The province is located in the interior of the mainland PNG known as the Highlands region. This
is supported by Michael (1936); Carrad, Lea and Talyaga (1982) stating that the province is
situated right in the interior of the PNG Highlands, and it is home to people living in hamlets and
sparsely spread across the province. Wabag, which host the Enga’s administrative centre, is the
provincial capital of the province.
For many decades, the Government and the people have continued to explore ways to find
solutions to solving the ever-increasing problem of tribal warfare in the Enga Province of PNG.
As such was this newspaper article headlined; “Tribal warfare threatens school opening” (The
National, 2015: 8). This article described the scenario of conflicts between two tribes in
Kompiam-Ambum District in Enga that endangered the lives of the people, the communities and
the flow of services in Enga province. The incident happened following the killing death of a
man in cold blood in revenge by the younger brother of a man murdered ten (10) years ago.
This indicates the fact that tribal warfare continues to pose threats to the livelihood of the people,
affecting existing and new development taking place. Enga province continues to suffer from
lack of basic services like health, education and infrastructure due to tribal conflicts. Also,
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existing government services in most locations in the province have been disrupted and
destroyed as a result of tribal warfare. In this environment, tribal conflict has taken root affecting
the livelihood of the people. It also poses security ricks to major projects and other tangible
developments taking place in the province.
Successive governments’ interventions to address this serious problem have failed to have
greater effect in more isolated communities in the province. This does not mean that villages or
places closer to urban locations have not witnessed tribal warfare. Break down in law and order
is widely spread and seen in the entire province. To say this, tribal warfare can even take place in
the urban centres too where tribal groups live in. For instance, Wabag Township, the capital of
Enga Province was shut down recently after the killing of a man in the heart of the town (Toraso,
2014:8). In this incident, the deceased was reported to have been chopped to pieces in full public
view by six men from a tribe close to the town. This portrays that even those places we think are
safe with the rule of law are not safe as there is still danger out there where people can go to the
extremes of killing one another.
3.0. Research Questions
The following research questions have been developed to investigate this study.
3.1. What are the indications of a bondage, cooperation and relationship between families
in an Engan Society?
3.2. Will participatory approach by the Enga Provincial Government and the people to
addressing tribal warfare in Enga work effectively in addressing and minimizing tribal
warfare in Enga?
3.3. How effective is the use communication in mediation an Enga society and the use of
the concept of integrated clan-based approach help to reduce tribal warfare in Enga?
4.0. Research Methodologies
This research involved both the qualitative and quantitative methods of collecting data and data
analysis. The research was conducted throughout the five districts of Enga. The village leaders,
women groups, youths, public servants, and churches were eager to participate in the study. A
sample size of 150 respondents took part in this study.
To select the sample population, it is important to apply relevant and appropriate sampling
techniques useful for this research. Therefore, the sampling techniques of stratified,
convenience/accidental, and purposive were used and applied in this research.
Stratified sampling method refers to a process of taking an element or representative from a
population by classifying into their strata (levels, groups, bands and etc.). In this case, there were
five strata or groups representing the five districts of Wabag, Kompiam-Ambum, Wapenamanda,
Kandep and Laigaip-Porgera. This was a broad stratification process used and the district
headquarters were used as a base for the data collection. In each district, it was made sure that
the interview was well representative by different strata groups that included village leaders,
churches, women and women, and public servants as it is depicted in Table 2 below. It must be
noted that those who participated in the interview were not part of the small group discussion.
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Table: Sample of respondents from each district in the Enga Province
Districts

Leaders

Church

Women

Youth

Public servants

Total

Kompiam-Ambum

10

5

5

5

5

30

Wabag

10

5

5

5

5

30

Kandep

10

5

5

5

5

30

Laigaip-Porgera

10

5

5

5

5

30

Wapenamanda

10

5

5

5

5

30

50

25

25

25

25

150

Total

Combinations of convenient and purposive sampling methods were used in each district. First,
convenience sampling technique is defined as a type of non-probability sampling technique that
focuses on gathering sample based on the judgment of the researcher (Laerd, 2012). Further, as
explained by Explorable (n.d.), it is used because of convenient accessibility and proximity to the
researcher. Hence, in this study, convenience sampling method was used to collect data using
available sample that were easily accessible in the districts of Enga Province.
Second, the purposive sampling method proved useful particularly when the public servants and
village leaders were included in the study. The idea of purposive sampling is where a researcher
approaches his or her respondent because of the respondents’ expertise and knowledge on the
subjects. In this case, public servants and leaders have a better knowledge of the warfare in the
district, so when in the district, special visit or an attempt was made to include the leader or
public servant without having to randomly search for the respondents.

5.0. Results and Discussions
This section presents the results alluding to the main research questions asked in the study. While
presenting these results, it discusses and provides some reasoning as to why the results turnout to
be presented as it is in this order; the result will be presented first than followed with the
discussion for each of the research questions asked.
5.1. Results on research question one (1) - What are the indications of a bondage,
cooperation and relationship between families in an Engan Society?
The research question one was framed to identify if there was a strong bondage, cooperation and
relationship between families of a clan as tribal warfare originates from a clan. As shown Figure
1, 86% of the people interviewed revealed that members of a tribe and clan there was a strong
bondage, cooperation and relationship in the villages while 14% mentioned that they do not.
Figure 1: Bondage, Cooperation & Relationship within tribe and clan members
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14%
86%

Yes
No
It is important to note that this notion of bond, cooperation and relationship relates to group
social activities like bride price payment, compensation payment, solving conflicts through
consensus, fighting together in tribal warfare, and in other areas like community consensus
voting during elections. For Enga society, cooperation and relationship among clans’ members is
essential. During important occasions like bride price ceremonies and tribal fights, everyone
participates. An Engan contemporary society is made up of family units, clans and tribes where
people mingle and socialize among themselves. Talyaga (1982: 59) said that, “families make up
a clan and clans making up a tribe and during times of trouble or warfare, they fight together.”
Tribal warfare also forges bonds and relationship where neighbouring ally tribes and clans assist
one another in times of war. Berndt, (1964) explained that the clan and tribal associations are
usually kin groups that truce descent to a common hypothetical or mythological ancestor.
The people belief that they originated from one particular ancestor and that is how clans and
tribes are formed. People with one common ancestor form one clan and further extends to a tribe.
The bond established among clansmen and their family unit is highly respected and strong. For
example, a close friend who is not your clansman will not trust you though you may have
developed close friendship over the years. As Yala reported, “Mistrust and suspicions were
integral to the survival of individuals, families and tribes and with the exception of blood
relatives, all others were seen and classified as potential enemies” (2002:7).
To an Engan, an attack on one of their family is an act of attack on all of the in the family or
clan. In Enga society an individual is a member of a tribe, clan, sub-clan and family. While
family is the basic social unit, sub-clan comprised of a few immediate families from the same
paternal father. Clan in an Engan context is constituted with a number of sub-clans put together
and different clans constitute the tribe. Hence, different clans from the same line of paternal
father or different paternal fathers make up the tribe. It was also established that children from
another tribe can form allies and join a tribe through the mother after their biological father being
killed in a tribal warfare or death. O'Neil (2011) explained that ‘human infants are born without
any culture but they must be transformed by their parents, teachers, and others into cultural and
socially adept animals. Berndt (1964) said that in the case of the Enga tribe, tribal warfare ‘as an
integral part of social life, warfare should be considered in context, and not as an isolated feature
and also religious, initiatory, and economic activities were complementary to fighting, and
settlement patterns and construction organized in relation to defence and attack.
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The young are taught to be friend to no one but their own close relatives. Their character and
behaviour is ‘learned’ through socialization with their ‘clansmen, family’ and the very
environment that they grow up in (Yala, 2002; Wiessner, 2012; Meggit, 1957). In Enga, an
individual is identified by their tribe membership and this crucial where all members perform
different activities for tribal supremacy and in the name of the tribe name. The level of
cooperation within members of a tribe and clan differs. An individual in Enga is identified as
being member of a tribe. In one way or another, you have got to be a member of a tribe or else
your identity can be questioned. Being member of a tribe is a natural process mainly through the
paternal connection. Being member of a tribe gives pride and confidence and a sense of being
belonged to a group that protects the security and well-being of the person. ). In Enga, the young
boys are taught the art of war to defend their family, clan and their land. Therefore, an act of
violence on one person can trigger a much bigger conflict in Enga society.
5.2. Results on research question two (2) - Will participatory approach by the Enga
Provincial Government and the people to addressing tribal warfare in Enga work
effectively in addressing and minimizing tribal warfare in Enga?
The research question two was drawn up with the aim of testing if the participatory approach
taken from local leaders, government and other humanitarian organizations should work in
partnership in addressing tribal conflict and whether it can work effectively in minimizing the
escalating tribal warfare in the province. When we asked whether the local people, government,
churches and other NGOs should use participatory approach to address tribal conflict, an
overwhelming 95% of the respondents agreed while 5% had some doubts as it is depicted in
Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Participatory approach to address tribal conflicts is essential

5%

Yes
No

95%

During the discussions with the respondents, the concept of participatory approach was
deliberated and it was concluded that such an approach would effectively if it involves some
ordinary members of the tribe, tribe headmen, councillor, magistrate, pastor, youth rep, and
women rep to form a core group together with representatives from the district and the provincial
government to talk about ways to maintain peace or to stop a tribal warfare. These
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representatives from the individual clans can than have meetings and discussions with
representative’s churches, the district and the provincial governments to find possible ways of
solving the conflicts. However, in previous cases this had not been the case as they have been
working in isolation for instances like the government going ahead directly in sending police to
war torn zone to contain conflicts.
The findings in the research showed that participatory communication strategy can be effective
in minimizing tribal warfare in the province. Van de Fliert (ed. 2007) said that, the underlying
goal of “participation is, in theory, to empower communities, groups or individuals to determine
their own direction, objectives and options for change, make well informed decisions, take
(collective) action to achieve their goals and monitor and evaluate if they are getting where they
want to be. In practice, however, many ‘non-participatory’ interventions can be observed” (In
Bessette 2004) and genuinely participatory processes are hard to come across in development
initiatives. “In fact, good participation is not as easy to achieve as it sounds due to a range of
factors, which will be explored here” Van de Fliert (ed. 2007). Young (2004) explored this
through a participatory approach to resolving conflicts in Enga in which he mentioned that in
order to “strengthened partnership, churches, government, civil society, private sector and
academia by ensuring that they are partnerships of equals” with the involvement of the people
for peace building (In National Research Institute, 2010: 93). Almost all tribal conflicts and
issues are resolved through peace negotiations in public gathering as showed in the finding.
Leaders, clan/tribe members and those actually involved in an incident gather at designated
public areas during peace negotiation. So through the involvement of every concerned
stakeholder, integrated clan base concept can become workable in the province.
So the idea here suggested is prior to conflicts, a participatory communication strategy needs to
be implemented so that everyone can be involved where communication is the tool or medium
used in making known the grievance of the people. Through this communication strategy,
everyone can be involved, youths, community leaders, church and government representatives as
well as educated personals from that particular clan/tribe to minimize tribal conflicts which has
been the gap as seen previously lacking.
5.3. Integrated clan-base communication strategy to minimize conflicts
Research question three (3) was formulated to value the notion that effective communication
strategies from an integrated clan-based approach could work effectively in minimizing tribal
conflicts in the province (Enga). This is how they responded to the set of suggestions given to
them as shown in Figure 3; 25% revealed that having a strong network of peace mediation team
to hold joint monthly talks in the communities while 22% stated that allowing for equal
participation of every community member to have their say during peace talks. Another 22%
maintained that representative from police and the courts to participate during peace talks.
Further, 16% said that government and NGOs should work in partnership to train youths and
community leaders to be good communicators while another 16% said government should fund
awareness of effects of tribal warfare in the villages. From the finding, the above suggestions
indicated that participatory communication is needed at the clan-base. The indication here is that
equal participation from the provincial, district, local leadership and the administrations, together
with the people at the clan level can help in reducing warfare.
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Figure 3: Integrated clan-base communication strategy to minimize conflicts
Intergrated clan-base communication strategy to minimize
conflicts
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The flow of communication between political leaders, state agencies, churches, local leaders and
the clans/tribes needs to be seen working if peace and order are to be maintained and to prevent
tribal fights in the province. Political leadership must facilitate and communicate with the state
agencies like provincial and district administrations, law and order agencies as well as the local
leaders (village leaders, councillors etc.). In brief, participatory emphasizes more understanding
of multiplicity opinions to overcome stereotyped thinking by give many respects for the
counterpart’s attitude to accommodate self-determination and self-reliance” (In Academia,
2013). Robert Chamber’s (2006) work as mentioned in Simon (ed. 2006) pointed out that a
bottom-up approach means that projects are determined by actual needs, grounded in the local
realities and shaped by those who will be impacted by them. He further said that the bottom-up
approach is people centred and therefore people become equal participants in decision making
(Chamber, 2006). The local leaders on the other hand need to establish an open dialogue between
the clan/tribe members of how they can prevent wars and to maintain peace and order. The
district administration and law and order agencies also have an important role to come involve
themselves with the people to finding ways to prevent conflicts.
So in order to have an effective communication strategy in place, leaders have to be trained to be
effective communicators and equal participation of everyone in the community should be
encouraged. As Venditti& McLean, (2012, p. 5) mentioned “effective communication, in all its
many forms, takes preparation, practice, and persistence”. In the case of Enga, as mentioned by
Yala (2002), communication failure leads to conflicts. Wiessner, (2012) stated that youths not
taking part during peace talks can sabotage peace and wars can be the result.
The notion of the research was to find if there was power in communication to ease tribal
conflict in the province and the revelation was there was power in the family, clan, government,
churches and other NGOs to work in partnership through an integrated clan-based
communication strategy to ease tribal conflict in the province. There was power in the use of a
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participatory communication approach that existed that can be used by needs support and
logistics from the government.
6. Integrated clan-based approach to maintain peace and order
The following is the integrated clan-based approach to restore peace and order. The model
explains how all stakeholders; government, NGOs such as churches and the people themselves
can work in partnership from a clan level to identify possible approaches to address tribal
warfare that continues to pose danger to the people and the communities. The concept will
require proper assessment, planning, pretesting, interventions, facilitating, monitoring and
evaluations. The process does not end after the monitoring and evaluation but it recycles,
needing adjustments and re-implementation of the whole process again to make sure it is perfect
and workable.
Figure 4: Integrated Clan-based Approach to restore a peace and order model

Integrated Clan-Based Approach
Clan/Tribe
members

Political
Leaders

Strong
leadership
through
effective
communication

Local
Leaders

State
Agencies
= Strong channel of effective communication process
= Weak channel of effective communication process
= Strong leadership driven by effective communication

Source: SP ICBA, 2015
The above (Figure 4) effective communication process can be applied using the integrated clanbased approach model in the following manner; The first bold arrow describes strong
communication process that can be seen between political leaders to state agencies to local
leaders and to the people at the clan base level. This indicates direct communication between
these stakeholders. The second arrow represents weak channel of effective communication
process in which there is no direct communication though sometimes it happens rarely like
during elections, political leaders communicate direct with the people during campaigns. The
third arrow represents strong leadership driven by effective communication in which clan/tribe
members can communicate directly with state agencies and likewise political leaders to local
leaders like councillors.
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Effective communication can be established at three main stages to minimize, prevent and
control warfare. If effective communication is maintained at these stages than the clan/tribes can
experiences peace and order that is further described below;
(1) Tribal warfare prevention strategies
Before conflicts arise, the people must talk and compromise on how they will address a problem
that may arise in the clan or tribe. The local elected Member of Parliament must assist financially
for this meetings and discussion to take place. The district administration compromising of law
and order agencies and church leaders must take part in these community meetings with the
clan’s members. The elected provincial and district members of parliament must make sure that
their district administrative is effective and punctual through monitoring and strict control
measures in place. During these clan-base meetings, the people must make a vow witnessed by
the community, church and the district leaders and the administration that they will not engage in
warfare but resolve the problem through other peaceful means like compensation or refer the
conflict to court. It is through communication or talk that will hold the clan together.
(2) Decision-making and peace negotiation during times of warfare
In the event that warfare has eventuated or ongoing, leadership intervention from the provincial
and district levels is of immense importance. Negligence of leadership has left the people
without proper guidance in moving towards a more positive way in maintaining peace and order.
Effective dialogue between authorities and the people themselves through the integrated clanbase concept can have positive impact in the communities. The community leaders and clan/tribe
members must learn to adopt changes for the good and betterment of their community andtribes.
(3) Restoration of peace (Compensation)
During peace mediations to restore peace, leadership and representatives from the district,
churches and the community must be present to make negotiations more effective. Leadership
presence shows the aggrieved tribes that people from the authorities higher above are more
concerned of the welfare and well-being of the people and their community. The people when
seeing this on the other hand feel cared for by the leaders and therefore they could make the
peace long-lasting. The local leaders such as the electoral Member of Parliament can assist in the
peace negotiations through cash assistance during reparation (compensation). With having such
effective communication and leadership being provided at the clan-base, ware can be controlled
and contained.
Conclusion
The study revealed that with an integrated clan-based approach, Engan societies can see
reduction in tribal warfare. Societies can prosper and develop positively only when there is peace
and order. For peace and order to materialize, the inhabitants must be law-abiding citizens. Their
willingness to change for the betterment of their livelihoods and positive developments of the
societies must be fundamental. Therefore, to see positive developments to take place, family
units and clan members must change their socio-cultural perspectives. Cultural mentalities must
change and new innovative ideas must develop to see positive change in the communities.
It is suggested that an integrated clan-based communication concept has the potential to hold the
clan together in the event that a tribal fight eventuates. Having an effective communication
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network established at the clan base with the government and NGOs like churches will create an
environment that is more inclusive and conducive for positive changes to take place among the
people. Being able to listen, learn, analysis and give feedback is basing on its finding, will
prevent, minimize and contain conflicts in the province. The people must be flexible to learn and
adapt to change for the better as the society will not change unless they are willing to change. It
is after all a team work and effort between the people, NGOs and the government.
Having an inclusive and integrated clan base communication approach to addressing issue of
tribal warfare, the people, NGOs and the government will see a gradual decline in the tribal
conflicts in the province is the recommendation of this paper. To see the integral clan-based
communication network effective, the local member must facilitate through financial assistances.
An integrated clan-based concept empowers the people and therefore they have a fair say during
discussion making of the issues affecting them. Tribal warfare is a social issue that starts at the
clan-base level that develops and drags everyone in a tribe. Therefore, to seriously address this
issue the concern stakeholders must establish a clan-base communication network to effectively
address the problem as mentioned; from the family units, sub-clan, clan and to the tribal level.
By doing so, the fundamental issues will be identified and understood well and appropriate
actions should be taken.
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The Role of Communication in Forest Management Agreement and Timber Rights
Purchase Acquisition Processes and Practices in Papua New Guinea.
John Milba & Francis Essacu
ABSTRACT
The study investigates the role of communication in stakeholders’ participation in sustainable forest
management practices in PNG. The role of communication as a key factor between stakeholders and
landowner relationship is considered a central catalyst for effective decision making in Forest Management
Agreement and Timber Rights Purchase application processes. However, within those application
processes, there exist significant gaps in, lack of standard procedures for awareness-raising, limited
landowner participation and limited free prior informed consent from landowners. An exploratory case
study including focus group discussions and participant observation was used to explore these issues. The
results show that landowners’ illiteracy, limited knowledge in forest industry operations, forestry policies
and guidelines had hindered landowners’ participation in informed decision-making processes. It is
concluded that there is an asymmetric information sharing during the project formulation process. The
study recommends that participatory communication approach that allows sharing of information,
perceptions and opinions to empower landowners’ inclusiveness are critical for effective participation and
decision making. Thus, a participatory communication mechanism model for project formulation process is
developed incorporating awareness-raising, participatory and free prior informed consent approaches for
sustainable forest management practices in the acquisition processes.
Key Words: Communication, Sustainable, Forestry, Management, Timber Authority

Introduction
This paper discusses the role of communication in improving stakeholders’ participation in sustainable
forest management practices. Two primary aspects of forestry resources acquisition and development
are considered in this study; Forest Management Agreement (FMA) and Timber Rights Purchase
(TRP). The study aims to understand how communication play its role in issuing operational licenses
in the Morobe Province of Papua New Guinea (PNG).
© 2020 Journal of Communication, Politics & Society, Vol. 1, No. 3 [13-24]
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The Study Context
PNG has been blessed with a huge forest land of an estimated 30.6 million hectares of which 80% are
categorized as rainforests while moist forests makes up 4%, woodland 5% and mountain forests with
11% (ITTC, 2007). “These forests host some of the richest flora and fauna in the world and contain
several highly valued commercial timber species” (ITTC, 2007, p. iii), but the forests land in PNG are
under the customarily ownership of the indigenous people contrasting with other countries with tropical
forest (Lawson, 2014).
The forests of PNG make critical contribution to the economic, social and environmental well-being of
the nation. But, these values are under serious threat from deforestation and forest degradation
resulting from unsustainable forms of logging from the forest industry (PNGFA, 2014).
The forest industry is one of the few industries that operates in remote areas of PNG because of many
highly valued commercial timber species the country has. However, the operations of this industry
contribute greatly to forest degradation and deforestation (PNGFA, 2007; Lawson, 2014). Some 15%
of primary rainforests were lost in the last 30 years’ period from 1972 to 2002, while a further 9%
were degraded; in addition, between 2000 and 2015, a total of 240,100 ha of forest was deforested
(PNGFA, 2007. This shows that during the last 15 years there has been an increasing trend in forest
degradation and deforestation (Lawson, 2014; The National, 2019).
With the increase in the rate of deforestation and degradation, commercial logging is the most
significant driver of forest degradation and traditional subsistence agriculture for deforestation but,
recently much of the deforestation is due to conversion of forest land to commercial agricultural
plantations under Forest Clearance Authority’s (FCA) for existing Special Agricultural and Business
Leases [SABL] (Lawson, 2014). The Governor of the capital province of PNG, Honourable Powes
Parkop during a grievance debate in a parliament session recently, labelled FCA as a fraud scheme as
it is a logging in disguise which is uncontrolled. It is an alternate scheme of logging under the disguise
of commercial agricultural purposes (Kenneth, 2019).

Why this Study?
The PNG Forestry Authority (PNGFA) with other relevant stakeholders of forest industry plays a
significant part in its various stakeholders’ engagement and consultation with landowner communities,
and communication is regarded as key conduit that builds relationships between the stakeholders and
the landowner communities. With the current concessions in FMA and TRP and others, effective
communication is imperative to promote active participation in sustainable resource-based
development in the country. The role of communication in this aspect is considered central
determinant for decision making in the FMA and TRP application processes. Communication plan
focuses on method in which the process of communication will take place. Without an effective
communication plan, PNGFA’s stakeholder engagement and consultation obligation will not be fully
executed.
Similarly (Bird, Wells, Helden and Turia, 2007), argued that there were no cases of Forest Management
Agreement and procurement of timber rights in which the landowners had got into thorough discussion
with the NFS on other options for land development. As a result, there is a significant gap in the
procedures (communication) for landowner awareness-raising (lack of standard governing landowner
awareness-raising). Also there is limited landowner participation and less Free Prior Informed Consent
(FPIC) from landowners. They further stated that "Forest Authority has been criticised for not explaining
clearly to land groups what they are signing up to" (p. 12) ... in which it was ..."difficult to verify whether
all affected landowners have given their FPIC on a proper understanding of the potential implications of
[Incorporated Land Group] ILG incorporation and logging" (Bird, et al, 2007, p. 11).
These significant gaps on lack of standard procedures for awareness-raising, limited landowner
participation and less FPIC are issues that requires attention in procedures for approval and acquisition
of forest resources operational permits. This study attempts to fill the above knowledge gap through
investigating the role of communication to understand stakeholders’ participation in sustainable forest
management practices through evaluation of the FMA and TRP acquisition processes.
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Research Objectives and Questions
The primary objective of this study is to understand the role of communication and stakeholders’
involvement in sustainable forest management practices through evaluation of the FMA and TRP
acquisition processes. This main objective is achieved through the following subsidiary objectives:
1. To understand communication processes and procedures involve in acquisition of FMA and TRP
permits and the issues associated with it.
2. To comprehend implications relating to those permits and the reasons for its occurrence.
3. To identify current practices between landowners and concerned stakeholders for consultation,
engagement, and negotiation purposes in acquisition process.
4. To develop an effective communication mechanism that can enable stakeholders (especially
landowners) to fully participate in the project formulation process (i.e.; initiation to issuance of
permits).
To further achieve these four sub-objectives, related four research questions are asked:
RQ1. What is the current communication process used in the FMA and TRP acquisition process of
the project area?
RQ2. What are the implications for this acquisition and the reasons for its
occurrence?
RQ3. What are current practices between landowners and relevant stakeholders for
consultation,
engagement and negotiation in the acquisition processes?
RQ4. What strategies would enhance the landowners and relevant stakeholders to
improve their
consultation, engagement and negotiation processes?

Research Design & Methodologies
A case study approach involving two case projects in Morobe Province were grounded as study sites
for investigation. The case projects were selected to understand a wider prospect of the issues in other
provinces in PNG. It employed semi-structured interviewed, participant observation, focus group
discussion, reviewed of documents and in-depth interview in survey schedule using questionnaire
from quantitative approach to obtained demographic data of the study area and the issues the study
was focused on.
Description of the Study Sites
The study was undertaken at two different locations involved in FMA and TRP permit operations in
Morobe Province. Specific sites included Buhem-Mongi and Mange-Busiga FMA projects in
Finschhafen District and the Morobe South Coast TRP project in Huon Gulf District. The selection of
the sites was based on the type of forest concessions in the province and the active and on-going
nature of the projects. Figure 1 shows the map of Morobe Province showing the study sites.
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Figure 1: Map of Morobe Province showing proposed study sites (FMA & TRP)
Source: Morobe Province Disaster Center Maps (edited) NB: The study areas are circled in blue

Sampling Size and Population
The study sampled 51 participants all representatives of the forest resource owners. All of whom were
clan chairmen, women’s group (Mama Geyamsao) leaders, community leaders, ward councillors,
community youth leaders and Church elders. The villages that covered in these two projects area
comprised the population of 13355 (National Census, 2000).

Types of Interviews
a) Focus Group Discussions
Focus group discussions were carried out in the two respective projects sites to gained better
understanding on the resources acquisition and allocation process, the implications to this acquisition
and reasons for its occurrences, and the approach the landowners want in consultation, engagement
and negotiation of the harvesting license.
b) Participant Observation
The researcher had accustomed himself to the case study sites and landowning village communities
during the time survey was conducted. However, throughout the engagement with the survey
participants in those village communities, direct participant observation was carried out in connection
through responses that was provided for the research question two preferably the implications brought
on as a result of the issues in the resource acquisition and allocation process. Other issues on village
livelihood that were impacted by the logging project operations that respondents not willing to discuss
were also observed.
c) Secondary Data
Secondary data collection from document analysis was through various kinds of data source from
unpublished and published literature from internet search, newspaper articles on the current affairs of
forestry operations in PNG, Momase Regional Office of PNG Forestry Authority at Lae Forest
Research Institute (FRI) and PNG University of Technology Matheson Library. These documents
provided some essential information that connected the fourth objective of the study.
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Data Analysis
A thematic analysis as well as interpretational analysis were used in analyse the surveyed data
“Thematic analysis is the process of identifying patterns or themes within qualitative data (AttrideStirling, 2001). Braun & Clarke (2006) suggest that it is the first qualitative method that should be
learned as it provides core skills that will be useful for conducting many other kinds of analysis”
(Maguire & Delahunt, 2017, p.3352). And interpretational analysis means “a process of examining
case study data closely in order to find constructs, themes, and patterns that can be used to describe
and explain the phenomenon being studied (Gall et al., 2007)” in Zhong, 2009, p118).

Results and Discussion
The findings of the research are discussed and presented alluding to the study objectives and questions
asked in the study. The discussions consist of four sections. Section 1 presents results relating to
Research Question 1 that investigated mode of communication used in FMA and TRP permit
acquisition process. Section 2 discusses issues pertaining to Research Question 2 that dealt with
implications on FMA and TRP acquisition processes. Section 3 deals the results alluding to Research
Question 3 about current practices of consultation, engagement and negotiation approaches in
acquisition process between landowners and concern stakeholders. Finally, Section 4 discusses the
communication mechanism (strategies) for project formulation process.
1. Mode of Communication in Timber Permit Acquisition Process
Figure 2 shows the results alluding to RQ1 that 14% of respondents claimed that the current projects
permits obtained were through the required resource acquisition and allocation process. However,
57% of the respondents claimed that appropriate processes (referring to PNGFA 34 steps) were not
followed in the resources acquisition and allocation processes, landowner awareness-raising has been
compromised. Remaining, 29% of the respondents expressed that they do not participate actively in
the acquisition processes.

Figure 2: Reponses on Timber Permit Acquisition Process
Source: Data obtained from survey in the study (2019).
These findings also support Forest Trend (2006, p.17) work in the ‘2001 Review of Forest Harvesting
Projects under Development’ report… that the quality of the land owner awareness work is being
compromised, or sometimes even overlooked. The review did however express misgivings in some areas
about the quality of the work done in following the thirty four [34] steps: although due process has
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generally been observed, ... [there remain some areas of concerns in quality checks and abuse of essential
steps]. The main areas of concern that highlighted [included]: quality of the landowner awareness
compromised and sometimes overlooked all together; poor landowner incorporation work; unreliable
forest resource descriptions that are sometimes wildly misleading; [and] failure of Provincial Committees
to fulfill some of their functions" (Forest Trend, 2006, p.19).
Bird et al. (2007), claimed that procedural steps in the resource acquisition and allocation process are
not followed as developed by the Ministry of Forests.
The finding further indicates that PNGFA has been bypassing the guidelines by neglecting the
required steps that should have been followed after the awareness-raising to give the landowners
options for participating in the project development and management of the forest taking into
consideration the possible environmental and social impacts of the projects and the level of the
investment required with its prospects for marketing (Bird et al., 2007). Instead, they opt to continue
with the practice by following the 34 steps of its acquisition process. However, this does not
encourage landowners to make informed decisions on their forest resources development.
2. Implications of Timber Permit Acquisition and Reasons for its Occurrence
This section provides results and explanations to RQ2 that relates to implications for acquisition and
the reasons for its occurrence.
a) Awareness-raising
As demonstrated in Figure 3, 94% of the respondents stated that there was awareness-raising been
carried out in their villages while only 6% claimed that, there was no awareness-raising.

Figure 3: Awareness-raising conducted in Villages
Source: Data obtained from survey on the role of communication in this study
The findings indicated that landowner awareness-raising was conducted in the villages but with little
effective. The respondents have expressed that awareness carried out was limited to the good benefits
of the incorporation of their land and the beneficial impacts, logging would bring to their
communities. They have further given discernments in focus group discussions that forestry officers
made awareness on the ILG cooperation and the significant benefits logging would bring into their
villages communities and not so much or nothing being said about the negative effects of logging and
the environmental impacts.
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Figure 4: Duration of Awareness-raising in a Year
Source: Data obtained from survey on the role of communication in this study
analysis.
As demonstrated in Figure 4, 61% of the respondents reported that awareness-raising was carried out
only once in a year. Another 25% reported that awareness-raising is conducted twice a year. About 8%
of the respondents have indicated that awareness was conducted more than twice a year whereas,
whilst remaining 6% has indicated that there was never been any awareness being conducted in the
villages for these projects.
b) Participation in the acquisition process
Figure 5 shows that 94% of the respondents have indicated that they have participated in the timber
permit acquisition process while, 6% (respondents) indicated that they have not.

Figure 5: Participation of Landowners in Resource Acquisition Process
Source: Data obtained from survey on the role of communication in this study.
These findings suggested that landowners are fairly participating in their resource acquisition
processes with little knowledge on the forestry policies, guidelines and relevant technical information
on forestry matters, complementing it with their low literacy level. They just participated for the sake
of benefits which outweighs all odds. This is because of their need for monetary benefits and tangible
infrastructure developments and services that has been lacking in their village communities like better
building infrastructure including housing and school buildings, aid post or clinic, reticulated water
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supply to villages, and better road network. And also employment opportunities and support in terms
of finance and services for local churches.
c) Free Prior Informed Consent
Figure 6 shows that 92% of respondents indicated that Free Prior Informed Consent (FPIC) were
sought after the awareness-raising prior to agreeing for logging to take place. Hoverer, only few
respondents (8%) indicated that, their consents were not accommodated.

Figure 6: Free Prior Informed Consent
Source: Data obtained from survey on the role of communication in this study.
These findings suggest that, majority of the respondents have given their consent by signing the consent
form giving away their customary rights to the state for the purpose of development to take place.
However, these findings contrast views presented in Forrest Trend (2006, p.17) in its 2001 Review of
Forest Harvesting Projects under Development. This report "that local people are not giving informed
consent to harvesting operations on their land [as] they do not understand the nature of contracts that are
signed in their name [by the agent] or their rights and obligations under those agreements". This is
because NFS is ... "not explaining clearly to land [owner] groups what they are signing up to [and also]
no examples of FMA where the NFS has actually entered into detailed discussions with the landowners
as to how best to develop their areas, prior to obtaining consent" (Bird et al., 2007, p. 12).
Generally, "the Reviews provide ...[considerable] evidence that resource owners are not making informed
decisions about the use of their resources, and the consent that has been given for current and future
forestry operations is clearly ... [blemished]" (Forest Trend, 2006, p. 6).

3. Practices of Consultation, Engagement and Negotiation in Acquisition Process between
Landowners and Concerned Stakeholders’
This section provides explanations to RQ3 that investigated practices of stakeholders’ concerns in
consultation, engagement and negotiation in the acquisition process.
As illustrated in Figure 7, only 33% of the respondents reported that they preferred both approaches in
the negotiation of next timber permit acquisition process. This could mean they wanted FMA or TRP
Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) to be reviewed so they can really participate and benefit from it.
Majority of the respondents (65%) wanted only FMA or TRP MoA to be reviewed so that they could
participate effectively and benefited. Whereas, 2% favoured general policies, laws and procedures to
be followed or observed.
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Figure 7: Landowner preferred Approach in TP Acquisition Process
Source: Data obtained from survey on the role of communication in this study.
This finding indicates that for the next review or extension of the timber permit, landowners wanted to
be included in the project agreement and the project MoA where they can participate by contributing
their terms and conditions for their benefits. Furthermore, the landowners have understood that, the
current policies, laws, procedures were not followed or observed. This was supported by findings ( in
Figure 4) that, awareness-raising which was conducted by PNGFA-NFS was limited to only once or
twice a year and was only on the good benefits that logging operations would bring into their
communities from the incorporation of their land (ILG); and that is not adequate for landowners in
order to make informed decision concerning their land and resources for sustainable management of
their forest for the current and future generation.
4. Communication Mechanism (Strategies) for Project Formulation Process
This section provides explanations to RQ4 that deals with communication mechanism (strategies) for
improvement. Figure 8 reveals that, 88% of the respondents indicated that participation by
collaboration was conducted by the PNGFA-NFS Officers. While 8% of surveyed respondents stated
participation was by empowerment and 4% through consultation.

Figure 8: Type of Community Participatory by PNGFA-NFS
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Source: Data obtained from survey on the role of communication in this study.
The finding indicates that ‘participation by collaboration’ was common approach implemented by
PNGFA-NFS in conducting awareness on community participation in the resource acquisition and
allocation process. Our in-depth interviews and focus group discussions with the landowners further
confirmed that, PNGFA encourages landowners to form various Incorporated Land Groups (ILG) and
clan groups with a few selected community leaders (clan chiefs and chairmen) to make decision with
some predetermined project objectives. The participants revealed that PNGFA-NFS usually had
prearranged benefits for only a few individuals through logging projects. These benefits are usually
seen as catalyst that drive landowners to give consents to their customary rights for logging. The
benefits are usually tied to royalty payment, employment opportunities and palpable development
services that seemed apparently lacking in the communities.
This level of participation which often comes with predetermined benefits, do not really have full
landowners’ involvement or in other words there was no independent form of decision-making process
(Tufte & Mefalopulos, 2009). "To be genuinely participatory and truly effective, communication should
occur among all parties affected, ensuring all have similar opportunities to influence the outcome of the
initiative" (Tufte & Mefalopulos, 2009, p. 17).
Therefore, the participatory communication approach of empowerment participation is a more reliable
communication mode and is considered way forward mechanism for landowners to fully participate in
project formulation processes. This mechanism is described as development communication that involves
social process of sharing knowledge and reaching a consensus accommodating interests and needs of all
concerned parties (Servaes, 2002, p.1). Thus, participatory communication as a new paradigm on
communication for development could play a very significant role within the field of forest resources
development "It involves people (development recipients) in two-way dialogical interactions in the
design, development, implementation, and evaluation of the projects" (Khadka, 2003, p. 1).

Conclusion
With regard to mode of Communication in Timber Permit Acquisition Process, the study reveals that
community desired and most effective and communication process was the two-ways dialogue and that
was generally lacking in the actual acquisition process. Although the Timber Purchase steps were
followed but the quality (true value) of the landowners’ awareness-raising was compromised. This
indicated that procedural steps in resource acquisition and allocation process were battered regardless of
some promising guidelines in place. Often PNGFA-NFS officials were observed by-passing and omitting
the prescribed processes when conducting awareness to involved landowners for participation in resource
acquisition. It also showed that there were lack of standard procedures governing landowner’s awarenessraising. Awareness carried out was confined to and limited to the beneficial impacts logging would bring
to the communities with less time allocated to it when compared to a land size of 100, 000 hectares and
the remoteness of the communities.
On the implications of Timber Permit Acquisition and Reasons for its Occurrence, the study revealed
that awareness-raising is carried out once a year at the most and communities participated with limited
knowledge and understanding of what benefits these awareness-raising carry in terms of benefits and
opportunities. Most of the landowners were unaware and had limited knowledge about forestry
policies and guidelines used in the acquisition processes. Communities’ consent was sought by
PNGFA without communities being given the liberty to express their consents through Free Prior
Informed Consent (FPIC) agreements to harvest logs on their land. Most of the FPIC was signed by an
agent that limited the rights and obligations of the resource owners’ outright participation.
With regard to practices of stakeholders’ concerns in consultation, engagement and negotiation in the
acquisition process, the study has indicated that, landowners wanted laws, rules, regulations and
policies to be reviewed including timber permit agreements. On the issue with extension of the
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permits, landowners claimed that they would only participate in agreement process only their terms
and conditions are clearly stipulated.
On the final issue of effective communication mechanisms, the study found that
participatory communication approach by empowering and increasing landowners’ decision-making
powers recommendable was considered an effective mechanism for landowners to participate
meaningfully in the project formulation process. This communication mechanism involves a two-way
dialogue for fair representation and participation which the communities considered was the win-win
solution for all.
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Idea of Various types of libraries, a Fundamental Approach
Pankaj Bhagat

ABSTRACT:For the most part the thriving assortment of books, reports, papers, broad media materials kept and
sorted out for individuals to peruse or obtain in a library. Late advances in PCs stockpiling and
handling, correspondence innovations, e-item, systems administration and web utilizes have
acquired a progressive modification working of the libraries and its administrations. ICT has a great
deal of effect on library and caused altered the idea of library where print and paper media are the
primary segments of library framework. To meet huge data blast and appeal of data, libraries are
currently changes in advanced library. Due to digitizing the library assets and quick evolving
innovation, another kind of library is come in presence which is called-virtual library. A significant
number of us are in every case particularly confounded about such phrasing of library. Right now
attempt to free the idea from these libraries phrasing in an expert manner.
Keywords: Automated Library, Hybrid Library, Digital Library and Virtual Library
2. Introduction: -Generally the flourishing arrangement of books, reports, papers, expansive media
materials kept and sifted through for people to examine or get in a library. Late advances in PCs
amassing and taking care of, correspondence developments, e-thing, frameworks organization and
web uses have procured a dynamic change working of the libraries and its organizations. ICT has a
lot of impact on library and caused changed the possibility of library where print and paper media
are the essential sections of library system. To meet immense information impact and intrigue of
information, libraries are as of now changes in cutting edge library. Due to digitizing the library
resources and speedy advancing advancement, another sort of library is came in nearness which is
called-virtual library. A critical number of us are for each situation especially puzzled about such
stating of library. At this moment endeavour to liberate the thought from these libraries stating in a
specialist way.
We are in the modernized age, where each spot of information of whenever is available in
electronic design. For the most part libraries were considered as the storeroom for books and open
for masters and renowned character of the overall population. A long ways ahead on it is considered
as library and information centre, yet with the advancement of ICT the possibility of customary
libraries was changed, the books were displaced by information and now information is for use for
dispersal not for security. Gigantic movement in mechanical headways happening in the field of
ICT, so the customer solicitation to change as showed by change in development, to satisfy the need
of customers and the library were moving from ordinary libraries to modernized library, electronic
library and virtual library. The ICT gives brief making sure about, taking care of, planning and
dispersal of information with the variety of critical worth included organizations. With the
improvement of information impact and it is very difficult to give right information to right
customer yet with the help of information advancement, we can without a very remarkable stretch
give right information to right customer at lucky time. By and by a day, the information
development contraptions, for example, PCs, PCs, I-pads are viably available and comprehensively
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used by the people of the overall population, so they need mechanized information so they can get
to at whatever point and wherever, which are simply given by cutting edge resources. A modernized
library is a directed grouping of cutting edge or electrical information with accomplice
organizations, where information are acquired, taken care of, arranged with the help of electronic
devices and need a framework to get to these propelled resources. Though a creamer library has
both grouping, infers print sources (books magazines, etc) and non-print sources (advanced books,
e-magazines, etc) and gives online detached workplaces to their customer. There should be various
implications of an electronic library, modernized library, virtual library and cross variety library
even they are equal to each other. We can say that Hybrid, Electronic and virtual libraries are
available day libraries since they are altogether unforeseen from traditional libraries. The features of
the advance libraries are:i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Efficient and made variety out of print and non-print resources.
Digital in positions so that successfully technique competent by PCs.
The making sure about, amassing, dissipates, and recuperation of information is done by the
usage of advancement.
Right to utilization of entire holding of library is clearly or in an indirect manner open over
the framework with the help of web.
Backings and gives more and better on the web and disengaged organizations.

3. What is Hybrid Library?
Hybrid Library libraries contain standard print material, for example, books, magazines, journals
similarly as non-standard or electronic based material, for example, book chronicles, e-diaries,
computerized books, etc. Hybrid libraries are the new and creating term for the most open and
academic libraries in light of the fact that with the current organizations and combination they can
without a very remarkable stretch offers electronic sorts of help or online organizations and
adequately manufacture automated varieties. Hybrid Library progressed during the 1990s with the
ascent of "information development", the electronic resources ended up being even more adequately
available and extensively recognized for libraries to pick up for open and educational use. These
mechanized materials were successfully open to material appropriated on media, for example, CD's,
DVD's or specific online disengaged databases. Directly, with the successfully openness of
electronic substance, it joins Internet resources and files which are on the web, for example, ejournals, e-records, etc. A cross variety library requires staffs that are expertly arranged in the
movement of electronic machines, for example, PCs, scannersetc. and in looking of the gigantic
proportion of information available in the propelled age.
4. Computerized Library:In computerised libraries, organizations are totally robotized and all benefits in electronic structure.
These libraries are heterogeneous in nature and fuse business identified with information and how
to digitize, store, find, interface, imagine, use, convey, administer and share information.
Mechanized library is a variety of cutting edge preparing, accumulating and correspondence
equipment along with substance and programming. In a propelled library there are generally two
kinds of information: mechanized: These information are deliberately made and taken care of.
Digitalized: Information is in physical game plans (print gathering), with the help of appropriate
hardware and programming the information is changed over into automated structure or in
electronic association.
5. Electronic Library:-
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The combination of electronic materials in a library is known as a propelled library. An electronic
library is where arrangements are taken care of in electronic associations (alluring tapes, microfilm
employments, CDs, DVDs, microform, or other media) and accessible by any medium, for
example, PC, workstations, I-pads, CD player, DVD player, etc. The electronic information or
material may be taken care of in a detached server or online which may be gotten to remotely by
methods for PC frameworks. An electronic library contains every last one of those electronic
resources and besides electronic organizations. Electronic information can be named as all of those
progressed or electronic substance, which consolidate different basic arrangements that anticipate
that force should use. An electronic library gives both on the web and separated organizations
which save customer times and helps customers in the looking of their information in any case
book.
6. Virtual library:Option to utilize propelled information from the any bit of the globe through a framework (LAN or
WAN) or some other door for example, web. The term virtual library is pulled considering a
genuine worry for customers because of the growing medium called the WWW (World Wide Web).
The virtual library is the total commonly reachable and critical wellspring of information on the
planet and prompts replacement for the standard library. A variety of associations is furthermore a
virtual library, these associations are excessive controlled by the virtual library. In any case, the
associations are kept up, revived and regulated as a run of the mill limit of the virtual library. A
virtual library is a structure by which customers can get to information that stays just in electronic
association on PC frameworks or systems with no physical constraint of the information. The
virtual library exists self-rulingly on the aggregate or nature of the electronic information to which
it offers get to. There are no constraints on the degree, substance, designs or cost of data in a virtual
library. Its definition is shaped by individual or legitimate necessity.
7. Differentiation among Electronic libraries and electronic library:i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

These are the sifted through combination of things of print (books, magazines, etc.) and nonprint (e-journals, e-magazines, computerized books, etc.) close by the organizations required
to make them available to a given customers or social affair of customers. The critical
complexity between Hybrid libraries, electronic library, propelled library and virtual library
are according to the accompanying:
A Hybrid library is a library containing electronic or non-print and print materials and
organizations. Propelled materials can join each and every electronic material, similarly as a
grouping of gadgets that include capacity to use. For example, video move tapes are a
straightforward association that use power or requires electronic machine to see. Along
these lines, the "Hybrid library" moves around all the material or resources that can in an
"automated library" and "Ordinary Library".
An electronic library is a library fuses electronic substance and organizations. Automated
materials are those sources that are taken care of, readied and moved by methods for cutting
edge or electronic mediums. Automated organizations are organizations, (for example, ereference) that are passed on cautiously over PC frameworks.
Virtual library are those library that are not, in reality, it may be a collection of associations,
data's, which are available on a frameworks and open by methods for web. Blend and
electronic libraries can be virtual libraries if their world or closeness is simply virtual or no
physical nearness, that is, the library doesn't exist, "taking everything into account". Maybe
the best instance of a virtual library is the Networked Computer Science Technical Reports
Library (NCSTRL).
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v.

Move from standard library to introduce day library. The progression in the field of library
and information science are continuing taking spot and ICT have a lot of impact on library
organizations. The conventional shut access of libraries is changing towards open access
library. The open access system libraries are moving towards electronic library, the
automated one towards the devices. Truth be told nobody perceives what will be the
possible destiny of libraries, as we overallunderstand that libraries are the creating animal.

8. Hybrid library:The cross breed library in both modernized and standard (print) condition is known as mutt library.
These libraries are in print and propelled condition. Examining inclination for paper, easy to dealing
with and scrutinizing a propelled files needs a medium, for example, PCs, workstations, I-pads, a
couple of individuals can't manage these machines, so cross variety libraries are halted
extraordinary among the customers. It manages the two kinds of customer's for example traditional
customers (print structure) and present day customers (non-print structure).
9. Advanced library:This is well along period of electronic library. In modernized library fast data move occurs, data
were granted through frameworks or web, it give an expansive extent of Internet based
organizations and it contains multi position information for example sound, video, outlines,
conferencing, etc. The holding of a propelled library is in modernized structure and successfully
open through web.
10. Conventional library:The designation or combination of the conventional libraries are generally in print media,
structures, etc. and are not effective or described. The collection in ordinary libraries are separating
rapidly as a result of old strategies for security and protection, the combination of information is
nothing however hard to follow, available along these lines doesn't easily reach to customer, Again
the standard libraries are restricted itself inside a dividers.
11. Mechanized library:The mechanized library which offers modified kinds of help, for example, machine-comprehensible
stock, modernized or online acquisition, course and OPAC (online free list) are called as robotized
library. The holding or arrangement of robotized libraries is same as that of ordinary libraries
anyway the organizations offered by the automated libraries improves them and gives more and
effective organizations.
12. Electronic library:These libraries associated by methods for framework, for example, LAN (Local Area Networking),
quick downloading moving access, online information transport, giving CD-ROM arranging and
started get to electronic journal and various kinds of circulation then it is known as electronic
library. The groupings of the electronic libraries are in both print and non-print structure. The
electronic structures are used for limit recuperation and movement of information.
13. There are various perspectives about computerized library as: The web is the propelled library
 Completely automated library is propelled library
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 The dream of a lone propelled library or one-window point of view on automated library
groupings.
 These give dynamically fair access, wherever, at whatever point.
 Digital libraries will be more affordable than print libraries
14. Focal points:The current libraries are not enveloped to a particular territory. The customer can get his/her
information on his own PC screen by using the Internet. It is an arrangement of compound access
system, which gives expedient information to various customers all the while. There are various
central purposes of having creamer, modernized and virtual libraries; a segment of the ordinary
central focuses are according to the accompanying:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

Without physical breaking point: - The customers didn't require to go to the library;
through web, they could get to a comparable information from wherever all through the
earth instantly. he/she have to just kind the URL of the library and he/she can get all the
organizations and information what he/she get in the libraries Which saves customers time,
and every information is on single tick.
24*7accessibility:- libraries can be gotten to at whatever point, 24 hours out of each day and
365 days of the year. All the mechanized substance is on the web so the information is open
at 24 hours, since machines don't consider day night, weeks, and months. Every information
is open online without the respect of time.
Numerous gets to:- comparative resources can be used at the same time by different
customers. The customers can get the chance to spare a comparative material at a few of
times without any difficulties and all the while. It puts aside customers time and money,
which is reasonable and prompts better organizations as demonstrated by customer's needs
and demands. Various gets the opportunity to mean various customers use a comparable
resource all the while, or after some time. In any case, in regular libraries explicit resource
can got to only a solitary time by a singular customer.
Organized procedure :- the substance of current libraries are significantly more extreme
than the customary libraries and the groupings are in a sifted through way for example
customers can without a very remarkable stretch access the stock and from file to the
requesting book then from the book to a particular area, and so on. In a library there are
made varieties out of human data, so with the help of search we can without a very
remarkable stretch approach to manage our particular subject, and assemble the information
related to the topic, we search the point in a sorted out manner which suggests that from a
rundown to book by then to record then from segment so on, as showed by our necessities
we move from books to basic file or rundown.
Data recuperation: - The customers can look or recoup information with the usage any
catchphrase, which are related to the word or articulation of the entire combination.
Propelled library have simple to utilize interfaces, a solitary tick access to its substance. The
customers can without a very remarkable stretch interest any word, sentence, picture,
numbers with the help of interfaces called search box with the help of search we can
encounter our point. With information recuperation it saves the customer's time in looking
of their information, quick access to their subjects and easy to work.
Networking: - These days libraries are cover related with quick web affiliation, which is
called sorting out, sharing of benefits ought to be conceivable through the sharing of
associations. Customers need not required to go to library he can without a very remarkable
stretch access the libraries resources through web and use their organizations. Customers
can without a very remarkable stretch access various libraries database at a singular snap
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vii.

since libraries shares the associations of others libraries joins which saves customers time
and assistants in the looking of their appropriate information.
Price: - The utilization on keeping up an electronic, virtual library is a ton of lower than that
of a regular library. A customary library need to recognize more utilization on the upkeep,
staff and specialists pay, etc. this can be compacted by electronic, virtual libraries
considering the way that in these propelled libraries there are one time adventure till the
advancement changes and after that less specialists necessity for the help of the library.

15. Features of the advance libraries: Difficulties/hindrances:-Nonattendance of organization for digitized information, quick
degrading properties of digitized material, different introduction standard of mechanized
thing and its related issue, prosperity hazard nature of the radiation from screen, etc makes
propelled libraries every so often handicap.
 Band width:- The require high trade rates for move of intelligent media resources, yet the
band width is reducing bit by bit in view of its over utilization; and over-trouble on the web.
The moderate information move limit prompts moderate download and moving of
mechanized material, which infers customers, need to give extra time in looking and
downloading their substance.
 Capability: - With the information impact there is gigantic measures of information on
explicit focuses, so it is extraordinarily difficult to find the right information on the
particular subject. The approval of the information isn't certain.
 Backgrounds: - Present day libraries can't convey the earth of standard libraries. Various
customers in like manner find that examining printed information much easier than
scrutinizing information on a PC screen. As a result of nonappearance of mechanical care,
various people like to use print materials for scrutinizing. In addition, the inclinations are the
difficult issue.
 Exclusive privileges: -Digitization limits the copyright law as the substance or resources of
one maker can be fundamentally transferable by others without his knowledge. The basic
test is that how the libraries impart information close by making sure about the insightful
properties of a maker. There are demanding gauges with respect to the encroachment of
copyright laws, yet in cutting edge period it is particularly difficult to save the insightful
property benefits of a maker or distributer.
 Rapidity of orientation: - As an ever-expanding number of PCs are related then the stores
on the server makes site moderate. In case new development won't progress to deal with the
issue, by then in not all that inaccessible future Internet will be overflowing with botch
messages. As we in general understand that the advancement is going progressively settled
bit by bit, so it's difficult to give same speed of access in light of the fact that modernized
substance fuses sound, video, records which are of huge in gauge and require more
transmission limit speed.
 ExtremeInitialexpression: -The fundamental cost of present-day libraries, for example, the
cost of programming, hardware, correspondence frameworks and various kinds of rigging
are particularly high. So it is over the top costly for libraries to get them since libraries are
not the advantage making affiliations, they are depend upon any associations which offers
resources for the working and running of the libraries.
 Safeguarding: -Due to quick change in advancement, libraries become outdate and its
information may escape reach. In future various new game plans grow, so it is difficult to
protect the library resources at a standard setup so that in future we may use it.
 Result/result: -In present days the idea of cross breed, robotized, advanced and electronic
libraries is a lot of winning in entire world. It is need of great importance to have these
libraries exceptionally in higher foundations like colleges, in India the libraries of schools
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and colleges are as yet deficient with regards to the enough assets to make their libraries
advanced and electronic the Indian libraries are still are concentrating on the Print based
libraries these should lay more accentuation on the changing over their obsolete libraries to
the cutting edge computerized and electronic and completely mechanized libraries.
16. Conclusion:The virtual, half breed, electronic and modernized libraries are the front line libraries, and they are
equal words to each other. The bleeding edge libraries won't supersede the physical nearness of
print resources absolutely anyway no vulnerability to satisfy the current need of the customers and
change in advancement, to satisfy the customers demand digitization must be introduced so that in
any occasion libraries is the destiny of Hybrid nature and become in the spot of its customers. The
starter cost of digitization is high anyway investigating shows that once digitalization is familiar
then the cost with regulate developing this grouping will be more affordable than that of any
customary library. Bit by bit, the cost of digitization is decreasing considering the way that the
advancement going old with the entirety of time, the online circulation is growing, and the
prerequisites of customer are set out toward the non-print sources.
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Locating The Space For India In The Post PandemicWorld Order
Megha Shrivastava

ABSTRACT
The world order altered in the current decade due to China’s revisionism and the USA’s
protectionism is undergoing its lowest phase and has been aggravated by the pandemic COVID19 caused due to the spread of Coronavirus in late 2019. It has led to Social and economic
churning in India as well as world politics. India, placed as an important player in world affairs,
find both opportunities and challenges in the post-pandemic era. This paper analyses these
outlooks and hurdles, and further develop options for India to reshape the world order in the
post-pandemic phase. It draws the attention of the readers towards the disrupted multilateralism
and builds the strategies for India to uphold the multilateral world order in the times to come.

KEYWORDS:
Post-Pandemic, COVID-19, World Order, Multilateralism, China, USA, India

INTRODUCTION
History has avowed in the past that global events like those of a pandemic trigger changes in the
international system. These changes are manifested largely in the long than expecting an
immediate turnover in the balance of power. While today standing in the middle of the
pandemic, we may not substantiate the way the world order reconstructs itself. But one thing is
ascertained that it will change, and perhaps forever.
As soon as the world was exposed to the impacts of coronavirus pandemic, Thomas Friedman in
an interview pointed out that henceforth the world shall be known by two eras- B.C. and A.C.Before Corona and After Corona. The breakout of the lethal virus and its wider impacts has
accentuated several themes in international politics which as problems have always existed. It
has brought geopolitics to fore.
While the world is busy in making a prognosis of what the post-pandemic world be like, the
hardening of Sino-Indian and Sino-US relations are still shaping the dynamics of post-pandemic
geopolitical shifts among the major powers. It is apprehended that in the pandemic has
accelerated the rise of China and on the other hand reduced the capability of other powersto
© 2020 Journal of Communication, Politics & Society, Vol. 1, No. 3 [33-40]
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counter the Chinese influence in world affairs. It is expected the in post-pandemic world order
Pax-Sinicana will replace Pax-Americana. This will endanger the multilateral and rule based
world order under the leadership of China. In this context the paper seeks to explore the post
pandemic world order and highlight it’s dangers. It will discuss the challenges faced by India and
locate the place for India by drawing a road map for India to find itself in the post-COVID World
order.
NEW WORLD ORDER OR NEW WORLD DISORDER?
The pandemic is a wrecking beacon of the emerging disorder in world politics which will
hysterically endanger the multilateral world order. The fallout of the Coronavirus disease will be
opening an era of de-globalisation. The era of inexpensive labour and cheap subsidized inputs
like that of the Chinese labour market may be over affecting the global supply chains. IMF
estimated the global output to shrink by three percent at the end of 2020. The economic
downturn of other countries will accelerate the inevitable rise of China.
Distribution of agency in the international system no longer reflects today’s reality. Failure of
multilateralism is visible with the fallout of COVID-19 as we see platforms like G-20, UNSC,
WHO have not been able to take responsible actions. Instead of multilateralism, more and more
pluri-lateralism has been taken place. In the past few years, China has placed its citizens as the
heads of organisations like the International Telecommunications Union, International Civil
Aviation Organisation, UNIDO, FAO, etc. Due to a lack of representation, more and more
international organizations seem to have lost their credibility. It demonstrates that inequitable
rule-based order has not been manifested so far.
Once the virus has spread in almost all countries, it is imperative to note that the one thing which
countries are expected to build on priority is their public health system. Considering the
inequitable distribution of prestige and technological capability, this may not be possible without
cooperation led by the multilateral world order. Only stronger trade cooperation between
countries will enable them to fight their battles at both health and economic fronts. Transparency,
technology transfer, and collaborative research will enhance the chances of coping up with the
disease worldwide.
Unfortunately, the world today is singing a different song. While Washington has strengthened
its measures on protectionism and has initiated a fresh move of sanctions and counter-measures,
Beijing, though has initially acted as a helping hand, has later taken anaggressive posture at
Indo-China border and involved in armed conflict with its southern neighbor Indiaamid the
pandemic. China has also threatened countries like the UK, Australia for counter-measures
against any ant-China stand besides taking the pandemic as an opportunity to take control of
unstable Hong Kong. Countries led by the US are involved in a blame game against China and
accused WHO of massive failure in handling the pandemic and Beijing being its alleged driver.
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Most of the multilateral institutions have exclusively focused on military alliances and a little has
been contributed to developing social and developmental sectors of one another. It becomes even
more important at the time when Washington has announced to de-fund the WHO. Hence, there
has been created a void in the international system which is incapable to lead a fight against the
disease, rather nations seem more interested in propagating revisionism, protectionism, trade
wars, counter-measures and symbolic narratives of cooperation
ROOM FOR INDIA
The pandemic falls when India is looking for a place among the major powers in world affairs.
Since the history of institutionalism, it is the time when multilateralism is falling and the world is
in dire need of it. While the US is undergoing retrenchment from major governance platforms
and trade deals and China is behaving in a ridiculously aggressive manner during the pandemic,
India needs to take a decisive position in the global politics before the window closes. The
existential crisis in the multilateral world order could prove to be a remarkable opportunity for
India. India has got a template that it has always sought for.
Despite facing grave dangers of exposure to an exodus of cases and causalities, India not only
participated but led regional diplomacy and spirit of globalism alive during the crisis of
pandemic. From establishing SAARC Fund to Information Exchange Platform to the virtual G20 summit, India emerged as the leader of multilateral cooperation to combat the global health
peril. Further, India’s supply of hydroxychrloroquine to nearly all the affected countries will
increase India’s goodwill and soft power and will strengthen its health diplomacy. This has
showcased India’s consciousness and capability in holding leadership and assuming the role of a
crisis manager in times when other giants are engaged in a blame game.
It is an opportunity for India as a middle power to showcase its influence at a time when we are
speculating a shift in the world order and things largely remain in flux. Indo-pacific is a pool of
opportunities for India wherein strategic alliances with like-minded countries will enable India to
foster its international trade. It is crucial for countering Beijing’s muscular tactics in the South
China Sea which if continues will revise significant trends in maritime security and influence in
the region. India’s partnership in the region BIMSTEC and ASEAN are valuable but requires
stronger military capabilities in the region.
India’s role is to emerge as a harbinger of counter-hegemony. India has taken the chair at WHO
and UNSC (Non-permanent) seats in recent times. This creates ample opportunity for India to
garner the support of like-minded countries at these forums and prevent the hegemonic
behaviour of China in global governance. This will also expand India’s influence in the world
and will place it better to uphold multilateralism at the time when the world order seems to have
disrupted itself and things are in flux. Let developing countries voice heard through India’s
larger presence in the multilateral governance institutions and world order in the post-COVID
era which is also India’s constituency for some time now.
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Considering its importance and influence in the region of Asia-pacific, the hotbed of strategic
competition, India is likely to secure a pivotal role in the world order let it be China-centric or
US-centric. There is a good chance that India takes sides and not chooses to swing between the
USA and China. There is a hope that India arises as a part of the solution. To ensure this, Indian
foreign policy will have to look more and more outward.
INDIA’S DAUNTING CHALLENGES
Confronting a historical timeframe, it is realized that the time for India to visualize itself more
broadly in world affairs comes during grave economic challenges in the domestic economy. In a
post-COVID world, harnessing the opportunities for India would be the biggest challenge. The
disrupted supply chains, the decline of international trade, lower economic growth, increased
production cost, and high wages will severely affect India’s economic capability. The impact of
the highly contagious disease has revealed many dark areas in the Indian politico-administrative
system and society. Despite being the largest democracy and fifth-largest economy, India’s
inability to build resilience against the disquietude caused due to lockdown will further aggravate
the economic crunch faced in recent years. Coming out of the pandemic crisis, India will have
two options, investing in the domestic economy or investing in increasing hard and soft power.
So, the question remains, will India be able to invest both in healthcare at home and soft or hard
power outside? Will the economy be able to open further when negative growth is expected in
2020? Will our domestic priorities remain the same as our foreign policy?
The texture of democracy is under threat around the world as authoritarianism is seen as a better
administrative tool with the handling of coronavirus crises around the world. There is a growing
resurgence of national sovereignty along with a wave of nationalism that is economic
nationalism which will prevent multi-sectoral engagements. National interest will triumph
international cooperation. Also, countries coming out of the Virus threat nations will adopt
conservative stands in terms of international trade and cooperation. A big halt to migration and
changing immigration policies will further give a serious blow to the promotion of multilateral
cooperation.
Though it is vital to perceive a greater role for India in world affairs, it is still questionable for
India to take the role of a leader considering its estranged engagement in the surrounding
neighbors. US’s policy towards China and Russia put them as potential US adversaries and
promote a quasi-alliance between both which is not a matter of pleasure for India.
China’s COVID diplomacy, adding health component to the Belt and Road initiative and supply
of aid will make it problematic for India to garner anti-China consensus. Chinese foreign policy
has always been transactional wherein aid comes with a price attached. Nations accepting
Chinese aid in these times of crisis will be silenced over misdemeanors led by China. A clear
instance comes from Pakistan where it is being silenced about the Uighur issue in China’s
Xinjiang province owing to the massive China Pakistan Economic Cooperation (CPEC) deal.
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China’s latest moves on Hong kong, the continuation of salami exercises in the South China Sea,
and muscular behaviour at its border with India demonstrate that the coronavirus crisis does not
flatten China’s increasing assertiveness and it is even expected to turn more hawkish in the postCOVID era. This poses a serious challenge to India setting a place for itself in the world order
after the crisis.
ROADMAP FOR INDIA
The resurgence of economic growth and settling the prevailing disorder in world affairs are
themselves herculean tasks. The road ahead is going to be much more difficult once the crisis is
swatted. To occupy the power void in international politics, India will have to make a
comprehensive roadmap towards open and wider foreign policy objectives derived by holistic
efforts to refurbish the chunk of the botheration in the domestic sphere.
India needs to be an active player in the international efforts to deal with the crisis including both
strategic and humanitarian measures. In this direction, finding a vaccine will be a great source of
deriving goodwill and credibility. The nation which eventually comes up with a vaccine will
enjoy a substantial amount of soft power.
Considering its erratic challenges, India needs to harness both traditional and non-traditional
sources of national security. In the A.C. world, India needs to harness the support of the
developing world towards establishing a ‘rule-based order against China’s revisionist tendencies
and for which India needs to ensure a global reach beyond South Asia. This will involve
engaging with them on developing solutions for mutually faced policy challenges.
India needs to take initiatives to catalyze new consensus in the governance system which is
currently under threat. To secure its interests, India needs to fix itself in the multilateral mess and
help it resuscitate to defeat Beijing’s unilateral revisionism. In this direction, the need is to
actively collaborate with like-minded countries from both developed and developing world to
ally multilateralism.
Even though prudence demand decoupling in the long run, immediately isolating China without
having significant stakes in world trade can backfire. Therefore, meddling with an alliance of
advocates of multilateralism will be a pragmatic option for India. It is a good time for India to
revamp its vision of international cooperation which is spelled out in terms of inclusivity, rulebased order, and wider responsiveness fostered by its international image of a crisis manager.
Before walking on this path, India’s economy itself needs to come back to a stable state. Sujatha
Singh rightly pointed out in The Hindu that “how India deals with coronavirus today will decide
its position in the future world order”. Foreign policy is a mirror of one’s domestic policy. If
India finds itself untenable to save itself from the devastating impact of the disease, its credibility
outside in the world will remain doubted no matter how much it speaks in rhetoric. India’s rise in
the post-COVID world is dependent on its ability to provide governance solutions to its
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population and other dependable actors. Capacity at home will enhance our credibility of being a
global power in the world. India should use lessons taken at home to reshape its image and
international engagement.
As India is pushing for ‘Self –reliance’, it needs to be looked at a measure of promoting
indigenous capacities at home. Excessive reliance on external sources will endanger India’s
bargaining capacity. Thus, efforts towards indigenization need acceleration. India should
simultaneously increase domestic manufacturing capability along with diversifying exports. It
should focus on providing incentives to domestic firms and encourage multinational corporations
to set base in India. India needs to restructure and diversify its supply chain to reduce import
dependence on other countries especially China. India needs to acquire the knack of living with
the new normal. We have to be able to bridge a gap across different groups to keep our options
open and to revitalize our economic growth. India needs to walk out of the era of sporadic
engagements, frequent contests, and elusive consensus.
CONCLUSION
Though the world will change in the post-pandemic period, the only thing which will not change
is the very nature of human being as well as the states. Nations will continue to strive for
strategic advantage in world politics to further their national interests. They will continue to
balance each other’s power by subsiding one another. So, the post pandemic world will see
contentions and rivalries at a heightened rate. China will emerge as a potential competitor to the
super power the USA and will take aggressive posture to alter the status quo set up by the
multilateral world order. It is evident from the fact that even taking the opportunity China is
creating a supplementary border and diplomatic crisis for the rest of the world.in the middle of
their fight against the virus. Since China’s way of politics is completely different from other
liberal powers, coalitions and counter-balancing will be active in post pandemic world order.
This will demand pro-activeness and focus from Indian side.
The virus should be taken as a great lesson for the need of cooperation and learning from each
other instead of standing out. Once the pandemic is over the world must take lessons to move
beyond the economic aspect of bilateral and multilateral engagements, to escalate cooperation in
global healthcare and social security, and to reform the multilateral governance system which has
largely faltered in place. The anti-gloablisation, protectionism and authoritarianism, which has
been strengthened around the globe as a necessary component to fight the pandemic, should be
reversed smoothly to ensure free flow of ideas, good, people and prosperity in the post-pandemic
world order. This will demand the global efforts of like-minded countries to strengthen liberal
and multilateral norms in the new world order.
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Portrayal of Women in Media (Electronic and Print)
Khalida Gul & Salima Jan
Abstract
Communication is an important domain in communication area and aims at disseminating
messages to the public. Media can play a useful role in dissemination of information about
to the general public, but sometimes in promoting awareness exploitation of women is
being seen, mostly in young girls. Women living in rural areas often suffer from ignorance
cause of their limited access to appropriate media means and its awareness. In stereotyped
society, what so ever the role in media-means women and girls are always shown white,
thin, with long legs, and sexy etc, in Television, films and popular magazines. The media
portrayal and objectification of women is just for an economic interest of media as well as
the efforts of counter negative stereotyping
The present study will focus on the role of media (print and electronic) in Portraying
women, and the impact it creates on the minds of women. Both urban and rural
backgrounds will be scrutinized separately. The responsibility of media in the in
deteriorating women’s image will be critically studied and media’s role in Idealizing body
images in the mind of women will also be analyzed.

Key Words: Mass Media, Electronic Media, Print Media, Women, Health, Body
Images, and Portrayal.

Introduction/Background
Media can play a useful role in dissemination of information about Health programmes to
the general public; it can be used for creating proper awareness, imparting education and
prevention of various health diseases (Arpita,).1 Portrayal of women in mass media
frequently emphasize youth, exceptional thinness and other aspects of appearance
associated with physical attractiveness, such as blond hair, long legs and perfect skin.
Experimental studies concerning the influence of such idealized media portrayals on
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female viewer’s satisfaction with their own appearance originated in late 1970’s but have
undergone rapid proliferation since the turn of the millennium ( Stephen, 2009) 2. Women
report unfair treatment and disrespect in their day to day experiences and in their encounter
with health and social services providers. A large body of research has established direct
and negative effects of unfair treatment on mental and physical health; these experiences
contribute to racial disparities in health above and beyond the effects of discrimination on
socio-economic status (Amy, 2001)3.
The exploitation of women in mass media is the use or portrayal of women in the mass
media (such as Television, film, and advertising) to increase the appeal of media or a
product to determine of, or without regard to, the interests of the women portrayed, or
women in general. Feminists and other advocates of women rights have criticized such
exploitation. The most often criticized aspect of the use of women in mass media is sexual
objectification, but dismemberment can be a part of the objectification as well (Media
Magazine, 2006)4. In gender advertisements the covert ways that popular media constructs
masculinity and femininity in a detailed analysis of more than 500 advertisements. The
relationship between men and women is being portrayed as a parent-child relationship, one
characterized by male power and female subordinate (Goffman, 1979)5. It is found that in
one sexualized images of men and women have increased, though intensity of
sexualization between men and women is severely different in that women are increasingly
likely to be hyper-sexualized, but men are not. Researchers argue that the simple presence
of images of sexualized men does not signal equality in media representations of women
and men. Sexualized images may legitimize men or exacerbate violence against women
and girls, sexual harassment, and anti-women attitudes among men (Hatton and others,
2011)6.

Objectives of the Study
The ideas discussed in this paper are
1. To understand media portrayal of women.
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2. To study the role of media in portraying women (electronic and print media).

Methodology
To locate the relevant studies for inclusion, the present work has been carried out by the
collection and analysis of available research material, online and offline. To consider the
role of different media means in maintaining a social narrative about portrayal of women
that negates the feminist perspective of gendered and sexiest harms and reinforces myths
and stereotypes. The present paper identifies the actual and potential role of media in
reflecting, shaping and glorifying women in media.
The role of media in portraying women and the female gender as a whole leaves much to
be desired. Press and print media are generally found to unduly sensationalize traumatic
events such as rape, molestation etc., there by invading the privacy of victim. Very few
positive stories of girls/women who have stood up for their rights are published. Similarly,
the electronic media and films/serials portray a highly derogatory to women, like
glorifying subservience of the women before in-laws, celebrating the birth of baby boy and
portraying the disappointments of family at the birth of girl child. As a result general
populace is fed on a regular diet stories/news that is highly gender abusive.

Women and Media Portrayal
Media is used as a vehicle for the dissemination of information among the people, and also
entertains public in addition to providing information. Media means such as TV, Radio,
Cinema, magazines, Newspapers and Internet is a powerful force in influencing people’s
perceptions on various issues. Media can play both positive as well as negative in terms of
positions, status, role and views of women. In highlighting women issue media has been
played a significant role in highlighting different women issues regarding health, education
and empowerment.
The negative impact that media is having, it is in terms of perpetrating violence against
women through pornography, and by showcasing women and her body parts. Media
treatment to women is narrow by reinforcing stereotype gender roles and assuming women
as wife, mother, and servant of men. The overt use of sexuality to promote breast cancer
awareness through fundraising campaigns like “I Love Boobies” and “Save the Ta-tas”,
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angers and offends breast cancer survivors and older women, who are at higher risk of
developing breast cancer. Women having breast cancer say that these advertisements
suggest that having sexy breasts is more important than saving their lives, which devalues
them as human being ( Lisa, 2012)7. In various magazines and news media, diabetes and
HIV/AIDS received more coverage than cancers (Cervical and Breast cancers) and other
cardiovascular diseases ( Hoffman and McDonald, 1999) 8.
Though women have significantly made more progress in every aspect of life such as
Education and labor force of participation, still women has been given the long list of
inhuman treatment which seems never ending. When there is a lack of knowledge about
their basic health in rural areas among women and media not doing any role in giving
health literacy or awareness, in urban areas the stereo- typing of women and body image
distortion shows media has no concern about the health of women altogether. As media
images glamorizing the extremely thin continue to rule newspaper and magazine covers, an
increased number of women are becoming worried over their bodies and therefore
engaging in unhealthy eating behaviors such as excessive dieting. They are running behind
any weight reducing technique, through tablets or imported machines, fascinated by the
“Reduce 20 kgs in 10 days” type of advertisements. All advertisements compel women to
worry about their hair, skin, complexion, body sizes etc. In short Indian media’s aim is to
create beauty awareness among women rather than health awareness. Thus the role and
responsibility of media in Rural women’s health is completely absent whereas the mental
health of urban women is affected by their stereotyping body images ( Parkavi, 2016)9.

Portrayal of women in Print Media
With in modern society magazine advertisements occupies a special position within the
economic organizations. Advertising has been a prime target of attack and security
(Dekkar, 1975)10. The basic explanation for critical focus on sex role portrayal in
advertising lies in the close relationship which exists between advertising, the consumer
goods industry and crucial economic role of women as consumers (Faulder, 1987) 11.
Advertising as “signifying practices” gives meaning to words and images, through this
process advertising diffuses its meanings into the belief systems of the society. As
Schudson (1984) puts, the promotional culture of advertising has worked its way into
“what we read, what we care about, the ways we raise our children, our ideas of right and
wrong conduct, our attribution of significance to ‘image’ in both public and private life (
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Michael, 1984)12. During then Golden age of comic books women who were not
superheroes were primarily portrayed in secondary roles, with some examples being
classified as carrier girls, romance story heroines, or lively teenagers (Trina, 1999 ) 13.
Several studies done on media portrayal of women showed men scenes of sexual violence
and afterwards measured attitudes on several topics. Men who saw that content showed a
more callous attitude towards rape and women in general, especially if the women victims
in the media content were portrayed as being aroused by the assault. In terms of sexual
arousal, men were aroused by the sexual violence only if the victim was shown to be
aroused but not if she was not so portrayed. (Richard, 1999) 14

Portrayal of women in Electronic Media
Television has come under fire for the sexual exploitation of women on screen, particularly
when teenagers are involved. In 2013, the parent council released a report that found 43
percent of teen girls on television are targets of sexually exploitive jokes compared to 33
percent of adult women (Elber, 1999)15 A study led by sociologist Stacy L. Smith found
that in both prime-time television and family films, women were highly likely to be
depicted as thin and scantily clad. Women were also represented as inferior when
compared to their male counterparts, and had less speaking roles. According to this study
only 28.3 percent of characters in family films, 30.8 percent on prime television were
women (Nina, 2012).16. On TV marriage, parenthood and domesticity have been shown as
more important to women than men (David, 2008)17. Predominantly women are portrayed
mostly as house wives with perfect lives, always clean houses, healthy children, and
women are always beautiful and organized.
The projection of women’s image in media has been a matter of great concern and needs to
be address properly by Media. Girls are always shown cooking and looking after the
younger siblings, where as boys are shown as adventurous and problem solvers. Women
specific programmes on radio and television perpetuate sex stereotypes and portrayal
women as only housewives and mothers instead of providing knowledge and skills for
their role as economic contributors. In this distortion, print media makes a contribution; it
also glorifies women as housewives, mothers and dependents. The world of advertising
goes one up, it continues to use women to use women as a sex objects and misuses the
female form to peddle all kinds of product (Datta, 2005)18.
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Conclusion
Media has a prominent effect and affect on lives of people in particular and on society in
general; today’s media has a dominating role in the society and on individuals more than
ever before. The objectification of women in media is to increase the appeal of product or
programme without the regard to women and women portrayal, the presentation of women
and girls as sexual objects by deteriorating their image has detrimental effect on them.
Both print and electronic media are often subjected to criticism for sexual exploitation of
women and girls. Women in media are objectified, usually treated as the objects of male
sexual desire. A primary way in which media deform reality is women being left
unrepresented, be it television, or magazines in which women are objectified three times as
men. In what so ever programmes on for example prime television women are shown
more than men, whether in serials, films, advertisements and even in children programmes.
Though there has often been stereotyping of women portrayal in media, but there has also
been a creation of new program formats providing more opportunities to women like in
reality shows (showcasing the real women) to emerge the realistic women portrayal in
media. However, the stereotyping of women may continue rather than to make available a
more realistic view of women, because of casting and editing processes done hugely these
days. By going through the available media and women literature and through feministic
theories, this qualitative study examined whether stereotypes are unbreakable or absent in
the portrayal of women. The main points emerged are: negative characteristics, positive
characteristics, playing the game, and survival. This study further found that even though
negative portrayals of women are there but most often women were portrayed as strong
and capable too.
Research on Media Portrayal of women is highly influential in shaping people’s
perceptions, attitudes and content towards society in general and towards women in
particular. There is no revulsion, no change to the biased projections of negative portrayal
of women and also no regrets from any part of society. The worst part is that we have
made the picturization of women in the way media showcases it to us, leaving behind all
other factors like health, nutrition, education and empowerment of women, we hardly
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focus on those important issues. Hence the major objectives of media must be to perform
the programmes relating to improvement of women’s status, health, nutrition and
education, and make them feel free that they are free co-equal socially, morally and
politically with men. There should be positive portrayal of women taking note of their role
in all facets of life.
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Media as a guardian of child rights – Indian Perspective
Madhura Narayan
“Keep me away from the wisdom which does not cry, the philosophy which does not laugh and
the greatness which does not bow before children” -Kahlil Gibran

Every person till the age of 18 (according to Indian law) is a child. They are regarded as
wonderful buds getting ready to bloom into a delightful flower with a wonderful fragrance. They
don't know what's going on behind them in this big scary world. They need physical,
psychological and emotional support of their families and the society as well. The majority of the
Indian population consists of children. This world's future depends on these little angels.
Moreover, theirs and our future too relies on their development.
There have been a number of international agreements and laws throughout history that discuss a
child's rights. The League of Nations had implemented the Geneva Declaration on the Rights of
the Child in 1924 prior to World War II. After World War II, the United Nations established the
United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund in 1946 (the name was shortened to the
UN Children's Fund in 1953, but kept a popular UNICEF acronym). Two years later, the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted by the UN General Assembly, trying to
make it the first UN process to recognise a need for the welfare of children. The Declaration on
the Rights of the Child was the first UN document that concentrated on children’s’ rights, but it
looked more like a government guide rather than just being a legally enforceable document. It
wasn't until 1989 that the international community ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of
the Child, making it a first legally-binding international treaty. There are 54 articles in this
Convention, covering all four key child rights classifications: right to life, right to development,
right to protection and right to participation. It came into effect on 2 September 1990. In the
action plan sent to the Commission on Human Rights by the government of Poland in 1978, the
proposal to establish a body of rights for children was put forth. After a decade of drafting, the
Convention has been done by a number of small NGOs such as Sweden's ‘Radda Barnen, the
International Child Catholic Bureau’, ‘Defence for Children International’, and human rights
specialists from the United Nations. 192 countries have adopted the treaty, which has become the
most accepted of all international human rights treaties. India signed the Convention in 1992 and
approved it.
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Various rights such as the right to life, protection of growth, and involvement of children, were
acknowledged in the 1989 Convention. Children have the right to good healthcare, to be given a
name, nationality, and care, within a family. They also have the right to be well prepared for life,
including education, games, sports and other such opportunities. Children are entitled to
protection from abuse, misuse, and special treatment in case of disability, or if they are orphans.
They finally have the right to freedom of speech, conscious thinking, and religious belief.
According to UN figures, there were 375 million child labourers worldwide, with significant
numbers in the underdeveloped or developing nations in Latin America, Africa, and Asia. The
majority of child workers work long hours for low wages and are not cared for. They work in
factories, fields and households in different conditions of hardship, misery, and risk. Some also
work as contractual slaves. Many of these child labourers are physically and emotionally
vulnerable to torture. They are deserted. They don't get an opportunity to step into a school. They
are often forced into the streets to fend for themselves. They suffer from multiple forms and
instances of violence. Sexual harassment is a huge problem. They have no access to primary
healthcare. They undergo brutal and barbaric treatments every day. They are kids: innocent,
young and beautiful, but deprived of their rights. The streets are home to thousands of orphans,
poor and abandoned children. Besides, the few living in child care centres are not healthy and
well-cared for. Each year, thousands of girls are sexually exploited and made to serve as sex
workers. Most of the ordinary children living with their parents are still sick, undernourished and
lack decent education.
India is home to 17% of the world’s children and has the world’s largest child population. In
spite being the major part of the population, children in India are always overlooked and their
rights are disregarded. Of India's 430 million children, an estimated 55% — a whopping 236.5
million —currently experience violations of rights. The legislation, policies and programmes for
protecting child rights in India are several. However, none are followed properly when it comes
to implementation level. One possible explanation for that is the government's low budgetary
allocation of less than 6 per cent of the overall national budget to the child welfare sector. The
approved budgets are too limited to fulfil all government-run child programmes. Other issues
include insufficient personnel and material services, laxity in instruction and supervision, poor
documentation, etc. The situation of children in India continues to be dim, with unmet targets or
worse patterns for most child rights indicators; in the areas of child nutrition and child care,
figures are especially appalling. Current child-related policy discussions in India concentrate on
the Juvenile Justice Act – revisiting the concept of a juvenile's consenting age and the proposed
amendments to the current Child Labour Act (Prohibition and Regulation) – the debate on
expanding the legal concept of what defines child labour in India. The principal duty of the
government is to guarantee the rights of all children. Today, the Constitution acknowledges the
rights of children as a constitutional right. There are many laws and legislation, including the
Children's Act 2018.
Several NGO's and INGO's have services to help the children in need. However, the enforcement
remains poor. Poverty, indifference and disingenuous governance pose major challenges. Our
legal framework needs to be flexible and efficient in order to make worthwhile our own attempts
and those of international child rights agencies such as UNICEF and ILO. Sincere attempts
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should be made to boost the economic status of many rural families. Parents should also be
mindful of caring properly to their children in all aspects. To sum up, we all have roles to play in
shaping our children's future in a suitable manner. In this way, the media will play a crucial role
in building awareness and sensitizing people towards problems and thus enabling a stable future
for the children.
India has an extensive, balkanised, complicated and highly variable media environment, one of
the oldest and largest in the world, a natural result of the geographical dimensions, a vast
population and various languages and dialects of India. The system is infected by poverty,
unemployment, overpopulation. India has more than 3 million NGOs, making it the world's
largest. Most of the activists for children's rights find the media very necessary and effective to
achieve the civil societal aims of ensuring children's rights and of pushing the government to
take their obligations on board.
Yet, advocates of child rights are very concerned because India's media consistently does not
contribute to this effort. They also express serious concerns. The media was blamed on a variety
of occasions for its lack of accurate and well-balanced reporting on child issues and the lack of
voices in news. When a problem arises, the media focus on the issue, but then the remedy is not
followed up. It has to be more about awareness rather than sensitisation.
There are also several examples of how media technologies — if used correctly — may
contribute to human development by closing knowledge gaps, improving the delivery of
services, promoting health and educational outcomes and generating new business opportunities.
The ability of cross-border technology and time zones to integrate and promote social interaction
provided to today's children and young people with the means to participate in a globalised
world.
Several studies have shown that television has increased public knowledge about children's
rights, survival and development. The TV has been able to inspire the public to promote the
rights of children and other issues related to the welfare and growth of children. The researches
have shown that the media, especially TV, have helped to raise awareness the dangers of child
abuse in society. The application of the knowledge and, the way children are handled has also
been progressing. NGO should develop empowerment programmes for specific target groups, as
well as other Community-Based Organisations (CBOs) regarding the protection of children and
child rights and the elimination of child abuse. Television shows should explore ways of rallying
children's welfare. Also, different levels of government should work locally, to identify poverty
issues, unemployment and gender abuse issues. In order to ensure a sense of belonging, the
government should implement empowerment and training programmes supported by local
communities.
Persons worldwide who strive for social justice have frequently turned their attention to children,
the most vulnerable in society. The contributions of campaigners, including Grace Abbott and
the youngest Nobel Prize winner in history, Princess Diana's charity work on behalf of children,
need to be noted. The 2014 Nobel Peace Prize winners, Ms. Malala Yousafzai and Mr. Kailash
Satyarthi have told that we must make progress in providing resources that have a significant
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effect on all children. The resources are intended to be significant enough even to allow you to
learn and acquire the minds and skills to be free and to create your communities and the world.
The battle of Mr. Kailash Satyarthi to set children free from child labour had cost him multiple
life threats, such as bullet wounds from those exploiting young girls and boys. He and his team
raided several illegal factories and mines to rescue the kids trapped in slavery, using flaked jacks
and armed with powerful determination. He started his movement 30 years ago. It was a
movement with a clear objective — no child must be a slave.
“I strongly feel that this is a big honour to hundreds of millions of children who have been
deprived of their childhood and freedom and education.” – Mr. Kailash Satyarthi.
Malala Yousafzai, the famous Pakistani activist, has made commendable efforts to improve
young people's lives. “I speak not for myself but for those without voice... those who have fought
for their rights... their right to live in peace, their right to be treated with dignity, their right to
equality of opportunity, their right to be educated.” – Ms. Malala Yousafzai.
Media with an essence of social responsibility on its shoulders should stir our conscience and
provoke to safeguard our children's wellbeing, in turn the wellbeing of the society and the nation
as well. Child rights and its management is the need of hour for a brighter tomorrow.
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